The Prof. G. Rejman European Centre for Penological Studies has pleasure in inviting you to an Open Seminar on Changing Cultures in Criminal Law and Penal Policy in Europe which will take place on 21 of May 2019 from 11 a.m. to 14.30 p.m. at the University of Warsaw in the Brudziński Hall in the Rectorate Building, Krakowskie Przedmieście 26/28

**Scientific Committee**
Profesor of University of Warsaw Maria Rogacka-Rzewnicka
Doc dr Jadwiga Królikowska University of Warsaw
Dr hab. Joanna Banach Gutierrez University of Warmia and Mazury
Professor of University of Warsaw Jarosław Utrat-Milecki

**Opening of the Seminar:** Professor Aneta Gawkowska, Dean of Scientific Research in the Faculty of Applied Social Sciences and Resocialization

**Introduction to the Main Themes and Ideas of the Seminar:** Professor Jarosław Utrat-Milecki, Director of the Prof. G. Rejman European Centre for Penological Studies

Professor Christopher Harding, Aberystwyth University: The Developing Interaction of Penal Law and Policy and Regulatory Practice (especially EU) and how that Has Contributed to the Rise of an Instrumental and Deterrence-Heavy Approach in Criminal and Penal Law, at both European and National Levels.

Professor Raimo Lahti, University of Helsinki

**Determinants of penal culture from a Finnish and Scandinavian perspective**

Dr hab. [prof.] Joanna Banach Gutierrez, Faculty of Law and Administration, University of Warmia and Mazury

**The Concept of Punishment in Legal Theory and its Implication for EU Criminal Policy**

Professor Maria Rogacka Rzewnicka University of Warsaw:

**Instability of Criminal Law as a Factor of Penal Anti-culture Exemplified by Polish Criminal Procedure**
Professor Wojciech Zalewski: University of Gdańsk
The Criminological Illusion of the 'Lesser of Two Evils': Penal Populism or Populist Politics

Doc. dr Jadwiga Królikowska, University of Warsaw:
Penological Education of Judges

Professor Jarosław Utrat-Milecki, University of Warsaw:
Some Remarks on Criminal Law without a Clear Concept of Punishment in the Changing of Penal Cultures and the influence of the Lack of the Concept on the Work of Probation Officers in Poland

Discussion